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Abstract. Software development in distributed teams remains challenging de-
spite rapid technical improvement in tools for communication and collaboration 
across distance. The challenges stem from geographical, temporal and sociocul-
tural distance and manifest themselves in a variety of difficulties in the devel-
opment projects. This study has identified a range of difficulties described in 
the literature of global software development, lacking sufficient solutions. In 
particular, advice for project managers is lacking. Design science research has 
been applied to design a model to guide project managers of distributed soft-
ware teams, based on a practice study and informed by well-known theories. 
Our work pinpoints the difficulties of handling the vital informal processes in 
distributed collaboration that are so vulnerable because the distances risk de-
taining their growth and increasing their decay rate. The research suggest to 
support and securing these informal processes through explicit and formal 
means and to ensure management’s continuous focus on this effort to succeed. 
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1 Introduction 

Global software development (GSD) remains challenging despite rapid technical im-
provement in media and tools for collaboration over distance [1, 2]. Numerous studies 
report difficulties when distributing software development across geographical, tem-
poral and sociocultural distances [3]. The challenges manifest themselves in a variety 
of difficulties on all collaborating levels of the involved organizations. This paper, 
however, focuses on the level of distributed development projects and thus on the 
special challenges for the project manager of geographically (and often also temporal-
ly and socioculturally) distributed teams.  

The literature describes many challenges for GSD projects (see section 2) and also 
some advice on how to handle these challenges. The common project management 
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literature, however, provides little advice for project managers on distributed projects. 
Project managers can find advice in parallel fields, for example on managing cultural 
differences in organizations [4,5], managing and building teams (both virtual [6] and 
co-located [7]), and knowledge management [8]. However, the integration and adap-
tion of this knowledge in(to) the practice of project managers of GSD teams is less 
widely explored.  

This research aims to develop knowledge on how these project managers can cope 
with the numerous, complex and interwoven challenges that are dominant in their 
practice. To focus the paper we will present our findings in order to answer the fol-
lowing research question: How do project managers cope with the challenges of GSD, 
and in particular, how do they establish and sustain the crucial informal processes and 
interactions in their projects?  

We have applied design science to develop a model for distributed global project 
management. Through the design work we have extracted challenges and design crite-
ria that should apply to the development of models for this purpose. Here we present 
the most important generic design elements of the proposed solution. We end up sug-
gesting that continuously supporting and securing the informal processes of the distri-
buted team through explicit and formal means is crucial for project success.  

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, GSD challenges are presented and 
in section 3 the design science approach is described. In section 4 design criteria are 
formulated and in section 5 the proposed model is sketched and the design elements 
are described. Section 6 discusses how informality can be supported by formality  
and section 7 concludes by answering the research question and suggesting further 
research.  

2 Challenges of Global Software Development Projects 

The rapid technical improvement in media and tools for communication and collabo-
ration over distance ease some of the early reported problems in GSD, but not all [1]. 
In this overview we have thus focused on described problems that are less likely to 
diminish through technical means. The challenges of GSD tend to congregate around 
the processes of communication, coordination and control [3] in projects. Communi-
cation is a key issue for GSD. Being dislocated influences all three processes directly, 
but insufficient and low-quality communication in turn influences control and coordi-
nation negatively since good communication and thus good working relations are 
cornerstones for these two processes [9]. We here present the most commonly re-
ported challenges for GSD in these processes.  

The basic problems in communication across distances include language problems 
and misunderstandings [10], less or no overlap in working hours hindering communi-
cation [3], [9], lack of natural communication channels [11] despite the technological 
progress, fewer or no face-to-face meetings due to the travel costs [3], [12], and delay 
of communication feedback and increased risk of misunderstandings on the often 
utilized asynchronous channels [3], [13]. All this makes all communication more 
demanding for the participants [14] and thus leads to less communication [15] and 
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especially less informal communication [16,17]. If (when) sociocultural differences 
between the on- and offshore organizations exist, the lack of communication (and 
face-to-face meetings) will hinder the development of personal relations [12], [18], 
shared knowledge [10], [19,20]  and common practice [21] that could have helped 
overcome the problems. Likewise, the development of mutual understanding and 
common working culture [9,10],  [15], [22] that could have eased difficulties such  
as misunderstandings [3], conflicts [3] and lack of trust [21], [23] stalls. All in all,  
the personal relations between team members are weaker than when the team is  
co-located [24].  

Coordinating the work in a project involves both formal and informal processes. 
The formal processes are often supported by various tools that provide needed insight 
into products and processes. Distance demands much from these technical tools, 
which often lack the needed functionality and are often less accessible for offshore 
employees [3], [25]. For the formal coordination processes to be effective and effi-
cient, informal processes based on substantial shared knowledge, “team awareness” 
and trust are needed. However, all of these are likely to be weaker or even missing 
when team members are geographically dispersed because of less and maybe even 
low-quality communication [3], [14,15,16], [26]. The special challenges of GSD often 
relate to establishing these fragile informal processes, which is overly difficult when 
the team is dislocated [27]. 

Controlling is obviously more difficult when project managers are not located with 
the entire team. It is difficult to have enough insights into the work of the other loca-
tion(s) to ensure adherence to goals, policies, standards or quality level [3]. Even the 
more technical task of configuration and version management of artifacts can be diffi-
cult across time zones when based on time stamps. When team members do not share 
working culture, differences in, for example, understanding of the state of completion 
of work artifacts [28] and procedures can complicate or even prohibit control. The 
control process can also be hampered by sociocultural differences in the perception of 
authority and organizational hierarchies [3], [21]. Kirsch [29] suggests supplementing 
formal control with an informal control mechanism in complex development work, 
but the connectedness, shared work culture and social relations it takes for the team to 
exercise informal control are difficult to build when working in distributed teams [9].  

To meet these challenges many different approaches are suggested, from tactics to 
avoid [9] and reduce the distances [30] to suggestions for tools [31] and methods (for 
example agile methods [32,33]). Many of these suggestions are useful but often they 
target only one or a few specific challenges and do not address how mangers of GSD 
can cope with the complex of interwoven numerous challenges that they face in their 
everyday work.  

3 Research Approach 

In order to provide help for project managers to face the challenges of GSD projects 
the research was designed and took place in accordance with Hevner et al.’s [34] 
model for design science research. The research process is depicted in figure 1 below.  
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First the problem area (environment) was investigated in order to grasp and under-
stand more deeply the challenges that practitioners face and ensure the relevance of 
the research. The exemplary practice was one middle-sized organization in the finan-
cial sector with experiences of from 5 to 10 years of offshoring. Six semi-structured 
interviews with four project managers from three different departments, one project 
member and one system manager were conducted. The interviews were guided by a 
literature review on the challenges of GSD that congregates around communication, 
coordination and control. Most interviews were transcribed and citations from all 
interviews were organized in data displays structured by the framework of Ågerfalk et 
al. [3] to support the elucidation of challenges experienced in practice and criteria that 
could guide the design. Their main challenges were generally found to be in accor-
dance with the theoretically described challenges.  

 

Fig. 1. The design science research process following Hevner et al.’s model [34]  

The design criteria (see section 4) were compiled to guide the following two design 
and evaluation iterations, each resembling the design process described in Hevner & 
Chatterjee [35] including problem definition, searching for solutions supported by 
existing knowledge, artifact development and evaluation that feed new knowledge 
into the next iteration. Rigor was instilled by taking outset in the knowledge base and 
by the formulation of generic design elements based on the concrete design.  

In practice, the researchers in each design iteration listed the design criteria and  
the challenges from both practice and literature that lurked behind them and carried 
out a creative process fluctuating between digging deeper into the problems, search-
ing for theoretical input and coming up with new solution suggestions that they could  
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incorporate into the model under design. Activities included literature search and 
study and available innovative techniques or tools such as mappings, brainstorming, 
boards, stories etc.  

Since evaluation is a significant issue in design science research [36], evaluation 
strategies in the two iterations were chosen carefully. The model draft resulting from 
the first iteration was evaluated through open-ended interviews with employees not 
unlike prototype sessions. The aim was to confirm (or not) the incorporated design 
elements, but also to gather new ideas for the further development of the model. By 
opening up for inputs of all kinds including new problems and solutions the practice 
relevance of the model was enhanced. Figure 2 left shows the visual result from one 
of those sessions that were also documented through notes and recordings. The con-
firmations, rejections, comments and new ideas from all the sessions were systemati-
cally analyzed and synthesized into new or altered design criteria and design elements 
(see figure 2 right). 

Including the conclusions from the first iteration a second design iteration was  
carried out. The evaluation of the second model draft and the incorporated design 
elements were aimed at “testing” the model through an ex ante evaluation. Time  
constraints limited the effort to an artificial evaluation based on realistic scenarios 
[36]. The participants (the same as in the first iteration) were asked to evaluate the 
model using one of their current projects as the test scenario. Again all feedback was 
synthesized into new or altered design elements, based on which the resulting model 
for distributed global project management was designed (presented in section 5).  
Later the model was presented and discussed at a project manager experience meeting 
in the case organization, where it sparked an interest in and a discussion about how  
to establish and sustain the informal processes of a globally distributed software  
development project. This discussion inspired the focus of this paper. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Left: The visual result from one of the first iteration evaluation sessions. Right: The 
working area (a board full of post-its) used in the systematic analysis of the results from evalua-
tion during the first design iteration. 

Based on the model and its concrete design elements, generic design elements have 
been formulated trying to pinpoint the learnings from the design work. The most  
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important result of this design science research effort is thus the elucidated design 
criteria and the generic design elements expressing the challenges of globally distri-
buted software development projects and their possible management solutions, while 
the model in itself has not proven its value in practice – yet.  

Another interesting insight is how this design science research process enabled the 
development of deeper knowledge about the actual practice than an ordinary case 
study could. Through participating in the iterative design process the practitioners 
pushed their understanding of their own practice and of possible solutions, and thus 
provided increasingly deeper insights from the environment. So even though the most 
important result is the researchers reflections on design criteria and elements, the 
process also offers an opportunity for the involved organizations to reflect on their 
own practice and its possible improvements. This effect is not unlike the effect of 
action research.  

4 The Design Criteria 

4.1 The Concrete Challenges of the Case Organization 

The investments in outsourcing (time and money) by the case company were begin-
ning to pay back. They had found a fundamentally useful and efficient practice across 
the global distance, but still saw great possibilities for improvements and their report-
ing is thus not only beginners struggling. The firm has more domestic development 
sites and the global practices vary both across these locations and across the different 
business domains and projects, but all felt a need to improve the management of the 
projects. The horror stories of cultural misunderstandings, nondelivery and hostile or 
unwilling attitudes both on- and offshore, so well-known from the literature, were 
absent in the data, even though many of the known difficulties were enduring. 

First, they often experienced obstacles from communicating too little, from being 
unfamiliar with each other and from unclear expectations across the distances. In 
addition there were some language problems.  

 
“The geographical distance means that when you work, informal communication is li-
mited. To me the geographical distance is the key challenge.” (Project manager)  
 

However, the obvious (and much wanted) solution of more face-to-face meetings 
through traveling was not economically possible and tele-presence or video confe-
rence facilities were also a scarce resource. The project managers spent much time 
booking the resources needed, underpinning the need to “get closer” in these distri-
buted teams.  

Second, bothersome technical problems especially offshore still hindered coordina-
tion. Also the important team awareness forming the basis of efficient and effective 
coordination was feeble because insufficient communication gave weak insights into 
available skills, the business and the work tasks.  
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“it is the classic one when not knowing each other that well; if you give a task to an 
offshore developer and you do explain it and ask: ‘Can you do this task?’ the answer is 
‘yes, I can.’ If you give it to an onshore developer they say ‘yes, but I’ll do it this way 
and not do this and that and so on…’ So I’ll get a complete picture of how it will be 
done, so that I know I can expect it to be done within the scope we agree on and on 
schedule.” (Project manager) 
 

The adoption of agile approaches had in some projects alleviated the problems  
somewhat, by imposing formal structures to the division of work and coordination  
of responsibilities, task progress, and task-related knowledge sharing. Still project 
managers found it challenging to support the necessary informal communication  
and achieve the necessary personal relations and trust in their teams for dealing with 
unforeseen situations not accounted for in the formal structures. 
 

“I am not sure if you have heard that we work in agile, where there is nobody who is 
asking you or ordering you. So the tasks are there, and we have what is known as a ra-
tional tool, which we share during the e‐meeting where everybody can see that same 
screen. So when there is a task that is not taken by anybody we just take it. And that is 
how we share the work. And if I take up a task which I don’t know and I would like to 
learn, then I would take it up and speak to somebody who knows it. Either call them up, 
or chat with them, send them an email. That’s how we pretty much do it.” (Developer) 
 

Third, some project managers felt a need for closer control of the performances of 
their offshore team members.  

 
“But, ehm – it may be something cultural, but the offshore developers tend to need a bit 
more strict control and firmer management than the onshore developers, because if not 
you do not know what will be delivered.” (Project manager) 

 
All in all, the formal means for control were in place except for a few problems with 
different perceptions of hierarchy and commitment. However, the projects lacked the 
informal communications needed to take advantage of the strength of informal control 
between the members of the teams.  
 

“Informal communication is much easier when you have met face to face, just as it is 
much easier to trust people you have met.” (Project manager) 
 

Most of the challenges described in the literature were present in the organization – or 
had been present. The organization had, during their first years in offshoring, ma-
naged to find solutions for some of the challenges, at least in some of the most ad-
vanced projects. Three solutions that the interviewees pointed to were the use of agile 
methods, their high-tech tele-presence rooms and the visiting training program for 
offshore employees. These solutions were allowed to inspire the design work.   
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4.2 Five Design Criteria 

Based on the challenges found in the data and described in the literature, five design 
criteria that are presented here were elucidated.  

To communicate within, coordinate and control projects in order to succeed, both 
formal and informal processes are important [16], [29], [37]. Most project manage-
ment literature suggests formality in order to secure control and coordination in 
projects. In the case organization agile approaches provided structure and formality to 
both coordination and control, but still it was difficult to establish and sustain suffi-
ciently supporting informal processes. The project managers dealing with the distri-
buted teams all found their projects short of team awareness, mutual and affective 
trust [6], shared working practices, good and adequate communication and knowledge 
sharing, probably due to the limited face-to-face meetings. Also Gupta and Govinda-
rajan emphasize the importance of informal processes and interaction: “having the 
right organizational structure but inappropriate informal processes and behavior  
is more problematic than having an inappropriate organizational structure but the  
right informal processes and behavior” [38]. Thus the first design criteria for the 
model for distributed global project management focus on informal processes as the 
key component.  

1. It is important that the model can support project managers in establishing informal 
processes and interactions within GSD project teams. 

Good communication is the foundation for effective informal processes as well as for 
informal coordination and control. In the case organization, managers felt unsure 
whether the informal control worked across distance in their projects and they expe-
rienced coordination problems that would be handled informally if co-located.  

2. Thus the model needs to support informal processes and interactions for coordina-
tion and control, but most importantly for communication as successful communi-
cation provides a necessary basis for the others. 

Relations will develop in any collaboration through the interactions that take place. 
Poor interactions risk resulting in poor relations and can turn into mistrust, hostility 
and withdrawal. Redressing bad relations and mistrust is very hard, so establishing a 
good trusting relationship from the start and sustaining it actively and continuously is 
crucial [6]. Distance gives rise to many misunderstandings that can even be difficult 
to realize, so good relations are under pressure throughout the project.  

3. Any such model should emphasize the sustainment of the trust and personal rela-
tions needed for continued successful informal processes and interactions.  

In the case organization, formal processes as described in traditional project manage-
ment literature formed the backbone of the projects. Many authors recommend these 
tools and methods while stressing that these are not sufficient and may not even be 
addressing the biggest challenges [39]. To be successful, both formal and informal 
processes are needed [16]. 
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4. While accentuating the informality above, the model needs to embrace the formal 
processes and interactions that are so well described in the literature already to al-
low project managers to integrate formal and informal processes into an effective 
and efficient management practice.  

The above criteria are at a rather abstract level of description. From the interviews it 
was clear that project managers needed both this kind of deeper understanding of their 
complex challenges and concrete advice that they could integrate and test in their own 
practice. They were looking for more tools to add to their already existing toolbox. In 
particular, explicit and concrete models would be very helpful for new project manag-
ers or project managers new to GSD projects.   

5. Such a model must both support understanding of the complex practice of manag-
ing GSD projects and provide concrete advice that (new) managers can utilize. 

These abstract design criteria were elucidated from the challenges of GSD described 
in the literature and the empirical findings. They express the priority and focus that, it 
is argued, any tool for GSD project management should have, though the formal 
processes described in design criterion 4 are well described in more general project 
management models also used in co-located projects.  

5 The Design Elements  

The seven design elements are based on the learning from the concrete design solu-
tion. The proposed model is presented in section 5.1 followed by an overview of how 
the model satisfies the criteria in 5.2. Finally, the design elements are formulated and 
argued in 5.3. 

5.1 The Proposed Model for Distributed Global Project Management 

The proposed model consists of four focus areas: clarifying project conditions, 
project establishment, execution of the project (which is repetitive) and post-project 
evaluation. The focus areas have no resemblance with project phases, but express 
important concerns for the project manager throughout the project. At any time, 
change and unexpected events can demand the project manager to refocus between 
the focus areas. However, clarifying project conditions and project establishment will 
probably need most management attention initially, while post-project evaluation is 
likely to take place late in the project.  

This model may seem to accentuate the traditional start-up activities of clarifying 
project conditions and establishing the project in comparison with the actual systems 
development activities. The scope of the model is activities necessary for handling the 
special challenges of GSD, while activities that are parallel to the ones in co-located 
projects have been left out. The focus area of project execution holds the execution-
integrated activities sustaining the well-functioning team, while breakdowns often 
demands project managers to reclarify conditions or re-establish the project.  
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The focus area of clarifying project conditions aims to provide a solid foundation 
for successful GSD project execution. Traditional tasks aimed at understanding the 
work, goals, risks and stakeholders of the project and grounding the choice of formal 
structures, organization and methods for the project are carried out, but with special 
considerations of the challenges of GSD. Project managers should explicitly strive for 
formal structures that allow for, support or even demand informal processes. An  
example is the agile approaches that are well-known in the case organizations for 
demanding and supporting frequent, direct and rather informal contact across the 
distances between the on- and offshore team members.  

 

Fig. 3. The four focus areas of the model for distributed global project management. For each 
focus area recommended activities are listed. 

Just as important are activities to create the bedrock for developing trust and good 
personal relations in the team [1], [13], [24]. The literature confirms that management 
attention before and during staffing is crucial [6], [27]. Managers need to understand 
the goals and tasks of the project in order to staff properly, taking into account both 
professional skills and personal skills in communication, bonding and cross-distance 
work. They need explicitly to plan for staffing and mapping of skills [40] in order to 
arrange for necessary pre-project or project-start-up training. Often training on cul-
ture, communication and business knowledge is appropriate [13], [26]. The skill-
mapping is recommended to take place through one-to-one talks between the project  
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manager and every team member. Through these conversations the manager can dis-
play leadership and start to build a trusting relationship with the team members.   

During project establishment the project team should establish themselves as a 
team, while the project manager provides the needed settings and support. In order to 
commit themselves, the team members must get to know each other both professio-
nally and personally to build trust and relations and to reach a common understanding 
on the tasks, goals and working approaches of the project [41]. This is a very complex 
process and is best done through face-to-face meetings that can involve employees’ 
personal presentations, team-building activities, discussions of roles, team and project 
goals and establishing norms for communication and coordination tasks in the project 
[42]. This is the key focus area for establishing the informal processes of the GSD 
project and is only rarely given enough attention, even in the case organization. Since 
these kinds of relations, common understandings and agreements are usually renego-
tiated continuously in co-located projects, the project manager instead must conti-
nuously refocus on this area and make sure that the team re-establishes if required.  

Sustaining the informal processes is the key goal of the project execution focus 
area. Also the formal processes need to be sustained, but these are often sustained 
through the mere systems development and management activities of the organization 
that are well described in the existing literature, and even though distance does matter 
for these too, the progress in support tools has reduced the impact. Examples of ac-
tivities of this focus area that can sustain personal relations, trust and commitment 
towards the team are informal talks between the project manager and team members, 
frequent celebrations of successes or other social activities throughout the project and 
continuous explicit evaluation and adjustment of the agreed-on processes as part of a 
planned line of formal meetings. 

Through the focus area of post-project evaluation, learning at individual, project 
and organizational level is stressed because knowledge sharing by the case organiza-
tion was mentioned as being crucial for successful project management in GSD. The 
project managers must evaluate the activities targeting the needed informal and for-
mal processes to contribute to shared knowledge in the organization. For individual 
team members the one-to-one talks with the project manager will help to turn expe-
riences into valuable knowledge for the next projects. 

5.2 Satisfying the Design Criteria 

This section provides an overview of how the model design satisfies the design crite-
ria by listing the elements that contribute to the satisfactory solution. For each design 
criterion the basic assumptions that the design elements rest on is articulated. 

Table 1. How the design criteria are satisfied by the model design 

Design criterion 1 Support establishment of informal processes. 

Basic assumption The foundation for informal processes is the team members’ mutual 
relations and trust, team awareness and shared work practice and 
understandings.  
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Table 1. (Continued) 

This design criterion is mainly satisfied through the two early focus areas and their activities: 
• Clarifying project conditions pinpoints a need for preparatory management activities and 

puts emphasis on staffing, personal skills, pre-project training targeting the GSD chal-
lenges and early exercising of leadership and initial trust building.  

• The key for Project establishment is to ensure that the team establishes itself as a team, 
which happens best through face-to-face meetings, team-building activities, and discus-
sions on roles and goals. Norms for communication and coordination must be explicitly 
agreed on. 

Design criterion 2 Ensure informal processes within all of communication, coordination 
and control.  

Basic assumption Good communication and personal relations and trust are both impor-
tant for and result from informal processes. Good teamness and com-
munication allow for better informal coordination and control. The 
opposite hinders informal coordination and control.  

The model provides advice for all these areas: 
• The activities of the two early focus areas provide the conditions for close personal rela-

tions and trust to develop and thus for informal communication to happen. In particu-
lar, the explication of communication norms and the staffing with communication 
skills and culture awareness in mind is very important.  

• Norms for coordination are explicitly discussed and an appropriate choice of systems de-
velopment approaches that support informal coordination is encouraged. Also conti-
nuous exercising, evaluation and adjusting of informal coordination during project 
execution is important. 

• The choice of formal structures, for example an appropriate system development ap-
proach, is important to enhance informal control. For example, the agile practice of 
stand-up meetings and burn down charts provides the basic information for informal con-
trol in the project to develop. The team awareness and teamness accomplished in the 
above-mentioned activities will lay the grounding for informal control within the team. 

Design criterion 3 Support sustaining of informal processes. 

Basic assumption Since conditions in GSD projects change continuously and distances 
continuously create (new) threats towards teamness the informal 
processes need to be sustained continuously. 

The concept of focus areas rather than phases mirrors this basic assumption.  
The focus area of project execution explicitly designed to sustain the team relations and 
provide opportunities for team building and re-establishments by integrating activities such 
as celebrations, evaluations and renegotiations of informal norms and work practices as part 
of the formal agenda of the project.  
The focus area of post-project evaluation enables “sustaining” across projects by knowledge 
sharing. 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

Design criterion 4 Support establishing of appropriate formal processes. 

Basic assumption The formal processes are the easiest to establish and sustain as they 
are visible in procedures and documents and “speak” of projects and 
many tools for distributed collaboration focus on these processes. 
Thus it is important to establish these and it could be convenient for 
informal processes to piggyback on them if possible. 

The focus area of clarifying project conditions is intertwined with the traditional start-up 
activities of understanding the tasks and goals of the project, establishing the formal organi-
zation, and evaluating risks and stakeholder interests. All this provides the basis for the 
formal processes of the project. But the attention of the manager is here drawn to choosing 
formal processes that can benefit the informal processes.  

Design criterion 5 Provide concrete advice.  

Basic assumption Each project manager has to adapt his practice all the time as the 
professional practitioner [43] he or she is. Concrete and detailed ad-
vice eases the process of integrating new practices into the exciting 
practices of these professionals.  

This criterion was met in the model presented to the organization, but is unfortunately not 
reported in these details here. 

5.3 Seven Design Elements 

The learning from the concrete design solution is summarized in seven generic design 
elements that are important aspects of the solution found important for all project 
management practices in GSD. 

Management models tend to focus on either formal or informal processes, only 
rarely including both equally in their prescribed solutions. An important design ele-
ment in this model is that the two are equally important for successful management of 
GSD projects. Not only are both kinds of processes needed, but the project manager 
can take advantage of formality in order to strengthen the more vulnerable informal 
processes so badly affected by distance, if they choose the ordinary formal structures 
with that in mind, and add formality to traditionally purely informal processes. This 
gives rise to the following three design elements:  

1. Include both formal and informal processes. 
2. Choose formal structures conscious of the need for informal processes.  
3. Formalize informality. 

The team, their relations and commitment are, as described clearly above, the key for 
informal processes to contribute to successful GSD projects. So explicit activities to 
establish and sustain the team and their teamness are an important design element. 

4. Explicit activities to establish and sustain the team.  

The role and timing of project management are also important for the solution sug-
gested here. First it is important to display leadership early in order to increase the 
likelihood of trust building and commitment in the team. Getting a good start is not 
enough. This model suggests the elements of focus areas in opposition to phases, to 
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underpin the constant need for monitoring and adjusting with respect to the informal 
and formal processes throughout the life span of the project.  

6. Early leadership through staffing and considerate planning.  
7. Focus areas, not phases, are needed. 

Eventually knowledge sharing between projects over time will help project managers 
to adapt their practice to the ever-changing conditions.  

8. Learning from the past will ease the future projects.  

In this paper the design elements of the relationship between formal and informal 
processes are regarded as the most important results, and how project managers by 
combining them wisely can take full advantage of both is reckoned to be an important 
discussion.  

6 Discussion 

The core of distributed work is the dislocation [30], although other distances are men-
tioned as providing equal challenges. Even if successful in diminishing sociocultural 
and temporal distance, the dislocation will still naturally lower the interaction be-
tween team members [2]. The negative effects start occurring when workplace dis-
tance is more than 30 meters [37], [44], thus being an inherent challenge for project 
managers of GSD.  

For newcomers to offshoring, establishing the necessary formal processes will 
probably be the first challenge, but since these processes are well described in the 
literature, visible in the organization and the target of many tools for distributed col-
laboration, they may be relatively easy to establish and sustain. If an appropriate 
choice of formal processes is in place, they can form the backbone of the collabora-
tion through explicit procedures, formal roles and responsibilities and allow essential 
information about tasks and progress to flow. However, formal processes tend to be 
rather static, bureaucratic and conservative, which makes them less suited to complex, 
fast-changing and unpredictable environments.  

In such environments human agency is suitable and informal processes bear the 
capacity of rapid change, adaptive and improvisational behavior to meet the complex 
and unexpected. If successful, the informal processes ensure a greater visibility in the 
project, by allowing for much richer information and knowledge sharing than by only 
formal means [45]. This broadcast of knowledge and information allows the team 
members to develop trust and team awareness and thus (re)commit themselves to the 
task and the team, allowing for effective informal control and coordination. Because 
of the increased informationflow project managers can realize unexpected situations 
timely and the robust informal processes let the team rise to the challenges.  

These informal processes are just as difficult to establish and sustain in GSD as 
they are vital. Good personal relations and trust between team members are both the 
root of and stem from informal processes and interactions. They form a kind of snow-
ball effect that naturally gathers speed when interacting face to face and results in a 
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feeling of teamness. However, face-to-face communication only happens rarely in 
distributed teams because of travel costs; even though to some extent it is substituta-
ble by high-tech tele-presence media, these are still rather costly and thus rare  
resources. Despite technological development, it is still reported that face-to-face 
settings do work better for building trust and awareness. So until saved by technology, 
other means will have to do and the vital informal processes often never develop [2] 
or diminish quickly. 

Personal relations, trust and informal processes will be negotiated continuously, 
build and decay through experiences in the project. Being distributed, the risk of de-
cay is greater because of more potential misunderstandings and difficulties of settle-
ments due to more effort-demanding communication. At the same time, the building 
of trust and relationships is not supported through natural settings or structures of the 
project (as it is in co-located settings). Examples of very important structures in co-
located projects are the coffee machine or printer or corridors that allow people to 
meet informally and discuss and even settle important matters. 

This vulnerability of the informal processes incites focused and careful management, 
employing the more sturdy formal processes as a support and stabilizing the informal 
processes by introducing and insisting on formality in and around these processes. Ex-
amples of this drawn from the proposed model above will be discussed in the following. 

Managers can add formality through procedures. Project managers can support their 
meticulous preparation for project start-up by describing it in project procedures along 
with, for example, risk assessment or stakeholder analysis. They will carefully have to 
map the GSD challenges of the project as a backdrop for describing staff requirements, 
interviewing employees, careful staffing and planning needed training – activities that, 
if done in close communication, preferably face to face with employees, can spark trust 
building and commitment. The formality of the actual inquiry and interviews helps pro-
vide the needed resources and make room for the activity in crowded calendars. Still the 
content and the tone of the inquiry and the interviews need to be informal to allow for 
sufficient information to flow and for trust to start building. This formal “hiring” 
process provides the best conditions for swift trust between team members from the 
start, since they know that all have been evaluated and approved [6]. 

Formality with regard to meetings, in agendas, chairing, preparation and documenta-
tion, can support informal meetings by ensuring they actually happen and by allowing 
the necessary time to be taken. For example, project managers need to support team 
establishment, even if the full team does not meet in person. It may be difficult to find 
time to meet for the vital social team-building activities,1 but formal notice, agendas and 
memos for start-up meetings mixing “professional” topics and activities to lay the 
ground for informal processes will signal the importance and create participation.  
Participants are more likely to prepare decently for both personal presentations and 
professional topics such as understanding the task, roles, goals etc. When chairing the 
establishment events, the project manager should insist on spending enough time “with 
each other” online (if face to face is not possible) in order to explicitly discuss informal 
processes as well such as roles and norms for communication and coordination.  

                                                           
1 http://www.infiniteams.com/ is an example of an online team-building game.  
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Whatever is negotiated and decided should be documented semi-formally, for example 
in a project charter, to stabilize the agreements, but also to allow for easy change.  

Exploiting the already installed formal structures is an obvious possibility. Piggy-
backing on the formal processes of the systems development can be done by adding 
informal routines to the formal ones For example, tele-presence meetings could start 
with a coffee together for ten minutes, celebrations of successes could be shared across 
the distance through appropriate media and the built-in evaluations of the progress can 
include explicit evaluations (and adjustments) of not only the formal but also the infor-
mal processes. This way the project manager can nurse the connectedness of the team 
and the informal processes throughout the project without special arrangements.  

All routines can strengthen the informal processes. For example, the project man-
ager can keep in close contact with the individual team member to ensure that infor-
mation flows by frequent regular phone calls that allow for informal communication. 
Because the calls are routine the team member gets the opportunity to air concerns 
and is likely to speak freely. 

Finally, explicit inheritance of practice from well-performed finished projects will 
ease the establishment of the new projects. This can be done through knowledge shar-
ing, planning for and insisting on post-project evaluations and learning. However, 
experience shows that post-mortem analysis is likely to fail, so maybe the evaluations 
could start in the last iterations of the project execution. It may be easier to keep (parts 
of) successful teams when staffing new projects bringing a practice to start from. Of 
course, the risk is that old habits and too much teamness will prevent the team from 
taking on new tasks, including newcomers and improving work approaches. Even 
though the problem of knowledge sharing is not special for GSD, the investment 
needed to establish and sustain teams as the basis for the crucial informal processes is 
higher here, and thus finding a solution is more important. 

Through the design work and the reflection presented here it has become evident 
that the informal processes in GSD project work are crucial yet very difficult to estab-
lish and sustain. The described design elements and this discussion suggest that 
project managers should choose formal processes not only for their own means but 
also for supporting the establishment and sustaining of informal processes and they 
should add formality even to processes that do not need formality when the team is 
co-located. Even if this is done, project management must still monitor and insist on 
informal processes to sustain an appropriate level of connecting, trusting and sharing 
knowledge across work locations in distributed teams. All this effort can, of course, 
fail, just as if the team was co-located. In both cases conflict resolutions, training or 
even new team members may help, but that is not particular to GSD. 

7 Conclusions 

The research was carried out in order to provide project managers with advice on how 
to cope with the challenges of GSD. Design science was applied to develop a draft of 
a project management model that could be helpful. Through the study of the research 
environment, GSD challenges were mapped and confirmed as generic through litera-
ture studies. Five design criteria were formulated to guide the development of project 
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management models for this purpose and seven generic design elements were formu-
lated based on the proposed model. Finally, how to support informal processes 
through formality was discussed, answering the research question by concluding that 
project managers will cope with the challenges of GSD by: 

─ Finding a viable balance between formal and informal processes in the project to 
exploit both the stability, visibility and order of the formal and the flexibility, en-
gagement and agility that the informal provide.  

And that they establish and sustain the crucial informal processes by: 

─ Choosing formal processes conscious of the need for informal processes.  
─ Supporting informality by formal means as discussed above. 
─ Investing a great deal of effort early in the project in order to establish the good 

conditions that eventually can lead to good informal processes. 
─ Supporting team establishment, creation of personal relations, building of trust and 

teamness as a foundation for informal processes. 
─ Explicitly and continuously managing well-functioning informal processes.  
─ Working towards knowledge sharing across instances of GSD projects.   

All in all, the research suggests that supporting and securing the informal processes of 
the distributed team through explicit and formal means and continuously keeping the 
foundation for and the informal processes in management’s focus are crucial for 
project success. Project managers are advised to do exactly that, and to find inspira-
tion in the design elements presented above. Organizations that rely on GSD are  
advised to provide the formal means and allow for the apparently extra work of 
grounding the informal processes at project initiation and later [41]. 

However, this research gives only examples of means that could work. Since the 
proposed model as such has not been evaluated on a full scale, evidence of actual 
effect is NOT reported here. Testing out the tenet of supporting informality through 
formality in GSD projects to increase their success rates could be an interesting way 
forward for future research, where perhaps the ideas from second-order project man-
agement [46] could be inspirational. 
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